Objective: The Panayiotopoulos type of idiopathic occipital epilepsy has peculiar and easily recognizable ictal symptoms, which are associated with complex and variable spike activity over the posterior scalp areas. These characteristics of spikes have prevented localization of the particular brain regions originating clinical manifestations. We studied spike activity in this epilepsy to determine their brain generators. Methods: The EEG of 5 patients (ages 7-9) was recorded, spikes were submitted to blind decomposition in independent components (ICs) and those to source analysis (sLORETA), revealing the spike generators. Coherence analysis evaluated the dynamics of the components. Results: Several ICs were recovered for posterior spikes in contrast to central spikes which originated a single one. Coherence analysis supports a model with epileptic activity originating near lateral occipital area and spreading to cortical temporal or parietal areas.
Introduction
The Panayiotopoulos type of idiopathic occipital lobe epilepy (IOLE) has been a focus of research in epilepsy in recent years (Panayiotopoulos, 2002) but major issues still remain unsolved such as the particular brain area originating the seizure clinical symptoms and also the significance of the variability of posterior spike activity (Ohtsu et al., 2003) . In this respect there is a sharp contrast with the syndrome of idiopathic epilepsy with rolandic spikes, which is associated with a consistent neurophysiological picture, pointing to the brain area of seizure onset in the rolandic fissure (Wolff et al., 2005) .
The source analysis methods in EEG (Yoshinaga et al., 2005 (Yoshinaga et al., , 2006 and MEG (Kanazawa et al., 2006) , using the equivalent current dipole, suggest origin of the epileptic activity near the calcarine sulcus and parieto-occipital areas. These results do not provide a good explanation to the typical ictal clinical manifestations and also fail to explain why the visual symptoms are so rare in the syndrome.
In this work we perform a neurophysiological study of posterior EEG spikes in cases of the Payionotopoulos type
